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Fig. l. Dagram of the Munsell Book of Color, a colour atlas of ,10pages.Each page contains arrays
ofrcmovable colourcd cbips. The chips on cach pagr are ofconstant iui anO p"gr Uy page hue varies.
Along cach row, chips vary in chroma (saturation) and aloag cach column they vary iri i"t""
ftghtncss).
Further details are glven in the tert.

used to match colours viewed with the bad eye,
by using a between-eye matching paradign.
Both test and matching chips were viewed on a
uniformly illrrminated white background under
overhead fluorescent room illumination of colour t€mperaturc 7000K and with an illuminance upon the colow chips of 4E0lx. The
6s1a lrrmilance of the white background was
230cd,1m2,
and the mean luminanceof the test
chips was around 140cd/m2 although the exact
value dependson the lightness of the test chip
used.The chips subtended3 x 2-4 degviewedat
40c|n.
A central screenwas aranged to obtain dichoptic viewing conditions. The subjectsviewed
the test chips with their worse eyeand usedtheir
good eye to select a matching chip from the
Munsell Book. Chips selectcd by the subject
cvs. t/&t

were drawn from the book by the experimenter
and placed on the white background, so both
test and matching chips were viewed under
identical conditions before a final match was
made. The majority of matcheswere made two
or three times and plotted data points show the
averaged results. Whenever possible, standard
deviations werecalculatedand typical valuesare
given in the legendsof Fig. 4. Matches made in
different sessionswere found to be very repeatable. A conrol study on normal subjectsusing
this experimental paradigm established that
very small errors in interocular matching are
made by normal subjects. These were not
greater than one unit in croma, value or hue,
and errors in matching value were rare. Althougb the room illumination was not by illuminant "C", it was close to the rccommended
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Table l. Clinical dctails of oaticnrs
Ishihara,
no. of erron

Dagnosis

Eye

L€ft OIS

619
6ls
615
619
619
616
619

tz

616

J

P.S.

Rieht ON

C.S.

trft ON

M.M.

Bilatcrd ON

L
R
L
R
L
R
L

Defaite MS

R

I.N.

Snellen
acuity

il
0
0
0
0
l3

FarusworrhMuascll 100huc
total eror score RAPD
3t7
23
l9
3t9
88
39
241
50

Optic
disc

0
0
+
+
0
+

Pale
Normal
Normd
Pale
Pale
Normd
Palc

0

Pale

i

Visual ficldb
Normal
Noroal
Normd
Normal
Normal
Normd
Rclativc paracentral
sc{ttolDa
Nornd

9ptic ncuritis is defined as an episode sf rrnil4ftrd or bilatcral visual failurc of rapid, but not suddco onsct for which
no evidcncc for a toxic, vascular or compttssive actiology has bcco discovcred. A.ll tbe patieats had bcco scar by oac
of us (G.T.P) ia the aortc pbaseof the disordcr and ia no casc has thc diaposis bcn bascd oD a rrtrospcctivc history.
Thc c1sc of bilateml optic neuritis was of sequcntial onsct. Ary paticot classifiodas having MS bas had rcmitting aad
relapsing symptoms ant physical sigBsof at least two distiact lcsions of thc CNS outside thc visual systcm. ON = optic
ncuritis; MS: oultiplc sclcrosis; RAPD: relative affertot pupillary dcfccr.
bVisual feld asscsscdusi4 Bjcmrm screcn 5/2@0 whitc aod red targets only.

colour temperaturc of 67{0-K. As a control, key
results in the matchlng experiment were repeatd for subject I.N. under illuminant ..C"
and no significant difference in the rEsults was
found to o@ur.

eror scoresin hue discrimination @.S., R.E.;
I.N., L.E.; M.M., L.E.), and the remainingtwo
eyeshave erron which are just above average.
In four out ofthese five eyeserrors are distrib
uted across all hues and do not indicate a loss
of discrimination along any particular axis. This
Subjects
type of distribution was also found for five our
A total of seven subjects were given the of the six remaining affected eyes. The results
Farnsworth-Muns€ll 100hue test, and four of for one of the affecrcdeyes(the bad eye of I.N.
these subsequently participated in the main Fig. 2) show errors which suggest a possible
experiment. Details of these four subjects are red-green axial deficit in hue discrimination
given in the table (Table l).All subjectshad had similar to that found for a deuteranopic ob.
an episode of optic neuritis in the recent past server since errors are greatest at Y to YR and
which had left them with a stable residual around PB.
deficit. Three of thesesubjects (with the excep.
Overall, the data of Table I and of Figs 2 and
tion of C.S.) show marked interocular differ- 3 show that the subjects represent varying deencesin their performanceson the Ishihara tests grees of severity of the disease.These subjects
for colour deficiencies and the Farnsworthhave marked differences in severity betrn'een
Munsell 100 hue test. Each subject has one their good and bad eyes,with the exception of
"good" eye which is nearly or completely C.S. The good eyes of the subjects perfonn
unaffected by the disease(secresults for further normally with the possibleexceptionof M.M.
details).
who is the only subject of the four known to
have bilateral optic neuritis (of sequentialonset)
and whose good eye is slightly affected.
RESULTS
The Farnsworth-Munsell I0O ktc test
The Farnsworth-Munsell 100 hue test was
given to 7 subjects with recovered or chronic
optic neuritis, who had I I affected eyeshtween
them. The results for both eyes of the four
subjects who subsequently participated in the
experiment are given in Figs 2 arrd 3, and show
the averaged results of two tests for each eyc.
The results show that three out of the five eyes
affected by the condition have abnorrrally high

Represmtation of the Munsell color space
The results of the colour matching experiments in the four subjectsare given in Figs 4, 5,
6 and 7. The results for hue and chroma are
plotted in polar co-ordinates on a colour
"wheel", shown in the upper panel of each
figure. The centre of the wheel rcpresents a
neutral colour (a shadeof grey) and chroma at
constant hue varies along thc radii from 2 (the
inner circle) to 14 (the outer circle). Hue varies

Colour and huc discrimination in optic ncuritis
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f!s. 2. The rcsults of thc Fatasworth-Munscll 100 hue trst of hue discrimination oa two subjects @.S.,
eye.
LN.). n: left panel gtvcs lhc rcsults for the bettcr cyc and the right panel the resul6 for Oe
Thc standard mcthod of represcntingthe results is u!cd. Hue is jvcn around thc cinrmfercnce
",oni
and tbe
score for hue discrimination is plottcd along the radii from 2 (p€rfect discriminatioa) to 14.

around the circumference of the wheel and is
given by the Munsell notations (seenethods).
For all the results the origin of each :urow
indicates the hue and chroma of the test chip
and the rurow headindicates the co-ordinatesof
the matching chip selectedby the subject.
For each subject all the test chips are of
similar chroma, within the range from l0 to 14,
and sirnilar valuesare used at 5 or 6 (I.N.), or
at 4 or 5 (P.S.,M.M.). Higber values(at 6 or 7)
arc used for the YR hues. Identical values and
chromas at all hues cannot be used since the
manufacturing processli'nits the availablc test
chips (gencrally bcfore the perceptual lirnils 31'g

reached).While a reasonablyuniforrr representation of chroma acrosshue in the test chips has
been achieved,this has necessitatedsome variation in value, and so the chroma wheelsdo not
represent a completely uniform plane through
the value space for the test chips. Marked
variation occurs in the value of the matching
chips selected. However, since chroma at all
values is calibrated in perceptually uniform
steps (seemethods), the variations in value of
the matching or test chips do not affect the
represcntation of tle perceived chrona or huc
changes on these colour wheels.
The results of the experiments for hue and
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Fig. 3. The results of thc Farasworth-Muascll 100 hue tcst on subjccts M.M. and C.S. Scc lcgend of
Fig. 2 for furthcr deails.

value are shown in the lower panel of each
figure. Value fteight up the central axis of the
colour solid) is plotted on the vertical axis. Hue
is plotted along the horizontal axis and colrespondson the colow wheclsshown above to the
circumference of the circle at a particular
chroma. Thus, this figure may be thougbt of as
an unwrapped cylinder of iso+hroma, as described in the methods. As chroma is reduced
the circumferenceof the isorhroma cylinder is
shortened, and this desronstratesthat although
hues remain perceptually equispaced,the sizes
of the perceptual steps betwecn thenr decrcase
with chroma. The test chips presentedare of

similar chroma (seeabove), however the marching chips selecrcdare of variable chroma. Conseguently, since in this figure a wide range of
chroma are plotted on a single hue axis, the
figure only senes to document the iesults and
does not represent the size of the perceptual
differences between hues. This aspect of the
rcsults is shown on the chroma wheels in the
upper panels.
The interoaiar matching experiment
The greatesteffectswere found in three of the
fow subjects:P.S. and I.N. (Figs 4 and 5), and
M.M. (Fig. 6). All these subjects show marked
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Fig. 4. The r€sults of the marching experiment for subject P.S. Thc upper pancl shows the results for huc
and chroma: hue is given around &e circunfereacc of ttre wheel in Munsell notation, and chroma is given
or the radii from 2 (inner circle, desaturatcd) to 14 (outcr circle, stroogly saturated). The lower panel
shows the results for hue and value: hue is givca on the abscissaand value of the ordinate from I (iark)
to 9 0igh0. Solid circlcs indicate tle co-ordinates of the test chip and the arrow-head indicatis the
marching chip. Typical staadard deviatioos for subjrrcts P.S., I.N., M.M. calculatcd for narches made
three or morc times are 1.4, 0.6 and 1.2 for hue, value and chroma respectively,which is considerably
less than the stcp size betwccn coloured chips of 2.5, I aad 2 respectively.Scc tcxt for further details.

lossesin perceivedchroma at most hues. P.S.
had lossesat all hues,theseare greatestaround
5 Y and leastaround 5 R. 5 PB and 7.5 G. The
value changesare all small and acrosshue they
averageto zero. M.M. (Fig. 6) also has marked
lossesin perceivedchroma at almost all hues.
These are greatest around 5Y and l0GY,
whereas none were found from 5 R to 5 RP.
M.M. has small lossesin perceivedvalue averaging acrosshue to halfofa valueunit. Subject
I.N. has large lossesin perceivedchroma for

hues ranging from 5 BG to l0 YR which are
greatest for l0 GY to l0G. However, in the
other half of the colour circle from l0 BG to
l0 RP there are no lossesin perceivedchroma.
This subject shows some changesin perceived
value which are uniformly distributed across
hue and average1.3units. SubjectC.S. (Fig. 7)
shows very minor changesin pcrceivedchroma
and hue, and insignifrcant changesin value.
Thus, overall the three most severelyaffected
subjects all showed marked lossesin perceived
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chroma and within each subject these losses
showed wide degreesof variation acrosshue.
The comparison within a subject's results of
small differencesin perceivedchroma acrosshue
should be madewith somereservationsincethe
variation in the value of the test chips may
slightly affect the results. Comparisonsbetween
the subjectsof results for equivalenttest chips
will not be affectedin this way. Across subjects,
the lossesin perceivedchroma are not confined
to any particular pattern of hues, each subject
has different losses, although there may be a
tendency for reds to be spared.
The darkening (or lightening) of a hue in
normal subjects can produce a reduction in

chroma (Boring, 1937).Consequently,the loci
of constant chroma on CIE co-ordinates vary
with value (Newhall et al., 1943). Thus the
question arises whether the lossesin chroma in
our subjecs resldt from a perceived darkening
of the test chips. Hor*ever, there appears to be
no correlation in the resultsbetweenthe changes
in value and chroma for each subject. For
example, while P.S. has large changesin pcrceived chroma, the changes in value are
insignificant. For I.N. the larger changes in
perceived value occur at hues for which the
chroma changes are urinimal. Thus the results
suggestthat the value and chroma lossesoccur
independently.
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The three subjects(P.S.,M.M. and I.N.) also
have changesin perceived hue. The most striking results occur for subject I.N. All the huesin
the region from 5 BG to 7.5 RP tend to be
matched with those in the middle of this range
(5 and 7.5 PB), revealing a hue shift which
involves atnost half the colour circle. Other less
dramatic changesin hue are found for I.N. since
hues from 2.5 YR to 5 RP tend to be matched
with 7.5 or 5 R. Changes in perceived hue are
also found for M.M., centeredaround 2.5 and
5 R. For P.S., hue changesare centeredarouud
5 and 7.5 R and also 5 G. These nain alrcrations in perceived huc which can be identified
seemto be associatedwith a tendency for hues
to be marchedwith one of the unique huesin the

Sce lcgend of Fig. 4 for details.

Munsell system, which are 5 R, 5 Y, 5 G and
5PB @ointer, t982).
The changesin perceivedhue can occur in the
absenceof any lossesin perceived chroma, as
for examplein the caseof I.N., or in the absence
ofany lossesin perceivedvalue, as has occurred
at the BG and RP huesfor P.S.,or at the R hues
for M.M. Any hue changeswhich do occur in
association with large losses in perceived
chroma or saturation are difficult to assessdue
to the constriction of the colour space at low
chromas whicb reduces the visible differences
between hues. This has occurred for example,
for subject I.N. around hues of 5 G and 2.5 BG
on the chroma wheel.
In normal subjects reduction in the mean
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luminanceof a chromatic stimulusmay produce
changesin perceivedhue and this is known as
the Bezold-Br[cke effect (Purdy, l93l; and see
Hurvich, l98l). Changesin sarurationcan also
produce changes in perceived hue, known as
Abney's effect (Abney, l9l3). By producing
pagesof test chips of constant hue the Munsell
notation of colour appearanceaims to compensate for the changesin hue arising from variations in saturation or lightness.Consequently,
at constant value the chromaticities of Munsell
chips which are assigned the same hue on the
CIE diagram mostly form curved lines joining
the achromatic point to a point on the spectrum
locusor thc line of purples (Newhall et al.,1943;
Wyszecki and Stiles, 1967).The effect of light-

ness on the hue of surface colours is also
dernonstratedon the CIE coordinates sinceloci
representingconstant hue at different valuesare
mostly not coincident,but forn clusten (Newhall et al., 1943).One possibilility which arises
is whether the hue shifts in our subjectsoccur asi
a consequenceofany changesin perceivedvalue
or chroma. This might rcsult becausethe value
or chroma lossesin our subjects,which have a
neural origin, affect hue app€arancedifferently
from chroma or value changeswith a physical
origin. In this case,the larger chroma or value
changesin the subjectswould be associatedwith
the larger changesin hue.
In Fig. 8 the change in hue for each subject
is plotted as a function of the loss in chroma
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Fig. E. The differene in hue bctwecn test and natchiag chip was calculatcd from the Muuscll notation
(a diference of 2.5 correspondsto a huc shift of one pagc),
ia is giveDon the ordinatc. ln m fen paaJ
chroma los, in Muasell units of chroma, is plottcd along the
1bu"i* and in the rignt puoci
in Munsell'nits of value, is given on
""foJG,
for three subjectsarc shofo: b, t.N.;
g p.5 I
". "*T..tf;|:

(left panel)or the lossin value(right panel).The
resultsshow that there is no associationbetween
the sizeof the hue change and the chroma loss
or the value loss.Thus theseresultsindicate that
the hue changesin our subjectsoccur independently and do not arise from a reduction in
perceivedvalue or chroma.

ing experiment were slimiaded by sclectingtest
chips equatedfor chroma and value for that eye,
at appropriately spaced intervals of hue. Test
chips with a value and chroma of 512 were
viewed with the good eye of each subject and
the bad eye was used, in a between-eyematch,
to select chips of matching chroma and value.
An array of test chips was selected of 40
A test of hue discrimination
different hues which appeared as the same,
One question which arises is whether the uniform value and chroma to each of the suberrors on the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 hue test ject's eyes. Thus, errors in discriminating beshown in Figs 2 and 3 can be accountedfor by tween thesehues are likely to arise from genuine
the large losses in pereived chroma in the deficiencies in hue discrimination rather than
affected eyes, or whether other independent from the lossesin value and chroma. Subjects
deficienciesin hue discrimination exist. Reduc- were asked to align the chips in order of changtions in perceived chroma effectively contract ing hue under the sarneexperimeotal conditions
the colour space and reduce the visible in- as were.used for the Farnsworth-Munsell 100
crementsin hue betweenthe test colours on the hue test. Results are given in Fig. 9 for subjects
Farnsworth-Munsell test, and so are likely to P.S.and I.N.
increasethe errors made. Likewise, lossesin . The hue ofeach tcst chip is given around the
perceivedvalue may also increaseerrors in hue circumference of the circle, and the radii indidiscrimination.
cate the errors made on the test, using the same
To addressthis question a modified hue dis- method of calculation as for tle Farnsworthcrimination test was devisedfor eacheyeof each Munsell 100hue test. The results for both subsubjectby usingan array of40 chipsofdifferent jects (P.S., I.N.) indicarc that much grcater error
huesselectedfrom the Munsell Book of Color. scorcs arc found for the affecrcd eyesthan for
For the modified test the variations ig chroma the unaffected eyes. lVhen the variations in
and value in the bad eye revealedin the match- chroma and value in the bad eye arc eliminated
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Fig- 9. Results of thc modi0cd constant value and chroma huc discrimination test for two subjecrs,p.S.
and I.N. The hue of the test-chips is given around the circumfereooe. Errors arc calculatcd i" tl"'ra-i
way as for the Famsworth-Munscll 100 huc tcst aod are givco along the radii. Solid lines show
rcsults
for the better eyc and dashcd lines give results for tbe worse eye of eich subjcct. Tcst chips for
thc tooa
eye werc prescntedat a value_andchroma of 512,and rcstchips prescnted td tUe Uaaeve Ua pre,,iiusfi
becn matchcd to thesc in value and chroma.

large errors in hue discrimination remain,
whereas the unaffectedeye, which views chips
at the same value and chroma as the affected
eye, makes very few erors. The results indicate
that the errors made by the affected eyesarise
from primary deficits in hue discrimination and
are not produced by the reductions in chroma
or value. The results for I.N. show the same
red-green axial loss of hue discrimination
which was apparent in the results of the
Farnsworth-Munsell 100 hue tesr (Fig. 2).

are characteristic of optic nerve disorders, and
in general this rule is still considered to be
valid today (see Pokorny and Smith, 19g6 for
a critical discussion). Red/green deficits have
been rcported on the Ishihara test for colour
deficiencies(Glaser, 1976; Lynn, 1959), but
sine this test does not include tritan plates,
comparisons between red, green and blue defects have not beenmade. In the classificationof
acquired colour vision deficienciesdevelopedby
Verriest (1963), red/green defects in colour dis,
crimination (terured type II defects) are associated with milder optic nervedisorders including
DISCI'SSION
optic neuritis, whereas additional blue defecs
occur in the more severecases.In the WaldHue discrimination
Marre classification of acquired colour vision
Lossesin colour discrimination in recovered disorders, using spectral colour discrimination
and chronic optic neuritis have previously been (Marr6, 1973) optic nerve disorders are classiassessed
using the Farnsworth-Munsell 100hue fied as type IIa and IIb, corresponding to the
test (see Foster, 1986 for review; Burde and mild and severeVerriest type II classification,
Gallin, 1975; Griffin and Wray, l9Z8). Griffin and are associarcd with predominant red and
and Wray (1978)considerthis test to be one of green deficiencies (see Pinkers et al., 1979;
the most sensitive in detection of optic nerve Chisholm, 1979;Pokorny and Smith, 1986).
disorders, and they find that high error scores
The results of the Farnsworth-Munsell 100
occur evenwhen visual acuity is normal or close hue test on the I I affected eyesof our subjects
to nonnal. Also commonly suggested is that confirn that recovered optic neuritis is assocideficits in hue discrimination occur along a ated with abnonnally high error scores. We
red/greenaxis. The basisfor this idea first arose found that in our population of eyes, erons
from K6llner's rule for acquired colour vision werc distributed acrossall huesand we found no
defects (1912) which holds that while blue is evidencefor systematicred/greenor blue/yellow
affected by retinal disorders, red/green deficits axial lossesof hue discrimination. In one eye a
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red/greenaxial loss was indicated although this
was not strongly pronounced.
The results of the modified version of the hue
discrinination test (Fig. 9) indicate that there is
evidcnce for a primary loss in hue disctimination which has not arisen as a consequence
of any reductionsin perceivedchrorra or value
of the test chips. Overall, the results of our
investigation of hue discrimination indicate that
in the case of optic neuritis there arc notable
exceptionsto K6llner's rule and the Verriest
and Wald-Marr6 classifications of optic nerve
disorders.
The interocular matching experiments
Subjectswith optic neuritis frequently report
that colours appear duller or washed-out in
their affected eye, and these descriptions have
been taken to indicate a loss of saturation
and/or brightness in the afrecrcd eye (Glaser,
1976;Burde, 1975). Subjectivecomparisonsof
tlte appearance of a red test disc between the
two eyesof a patient is used as a clinical test of
optic nerve damage (Glaser, 1976). Our rcsults
provide a quantitative assessmentof these reports. We find that the saturation (chroma) of
colours can be much reduced in the affected
eyes, and for any one subject this effect may
occur only at particular hues. Comparisons
between our subjects indicate that losses in
chroma are not confined to any consistent pattern of hues. Value @rightness)was reduced in
some,but not all subjects.Again for an individual subject, specific hues can be affected but no
consistent pattern of losses across hue in the
different subjects emerged. Previous work has
indicated that optic neuritis produces deficits in
luminance contrast at suprathreshold levels
(Hess, 1983).The value changeswe re?ort are
probably the result ofboth changesin perccived
contrast, affecting the relative brightness of the
test chip against the white background, as well
as changesin the mean luminance of the test
chip and background. The independent contribution of thesetwo effectsis difficult to assess.
Marked changes in the appearance of hues
also occurred in the affectedeyes,and the results
indicate that these are a primary effect, not
arising from lossesin chroma or value. It is an
interesting result that in our subjects hue
changesare not found in associationwith the
perceiveddarkening or desaturation of the test
stimuli. It has already been emphasisedthat in
order to produce pages of uniform hue at all
lightnessesand saturations, the Munsell book
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compensatesfor the nonnal changes in hue
associatedwith the darkening and desaturation
of stimuli (the Bezold-Br[cke and Abney effects
rcspcctively).The observation that our subjets
do not generally show a shift in their Munsell
hue malg6esassociatedwith the perceivedlosses
in value and chroma indicate the presenceof the
norrral Bezold-Br[cke and Abney effects.Thus,
it appears that these efrects may arise from a
darkening or desaturation of the test stimuli
which is neural in origin, as well as by the actual
physical darkening or desaturation of stimuli.
The data suggestthat if hue changesoccur,
the hues in the affecrcdeye tend to be matched
with one of the four uuique hueson the Munsell
system. Hue changesoccurring at one unique
hue were not predictive of those occurring at
any other. Overall, in the four subjects which
were investigatedthere is no evidencefor selcctive changesin hue, chroma or brightnessbeing
consistently associatedwith the red or green
hues in optic neuritis as K6llner's rule, and
the Verriest and Wald-Marr6 classificationsof
optic nerve disorders claim.
Previous studies have shown that colour
deficits occur at visual threshold in optic neuritis
(Alvarez et aI., 1982; Foster et al., 1985;
Falloudeld and Krauskopl 1984; Mullen and
Plant, l9E5). There is widence that the threshold detection of incrEmentsin saturation from
white is more severelyaffectedthan detection of
incremental changesin luminance (Fallourfie/d
and Krauskopf, l98 ). Mullen and Plant (1985,
and in press)have shown that deficits in colour
contrast sensitivity are generally grearcr than
deficits in luminance contrast sensitivity, and in
particular the subjects(I.N., P.S.,M.M.) havea
selectivelossof colour contrast sensitivity. Thus
the suprathreshold deficits revcaled in these
three subjecs are coupled at threshold with a
selectiveloss of colour contrast sensitivity.
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